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Abstract 
NERC GEF high-frequency seismic stations were deployed on Pine Island Glacier during two 
austral summer field campaigns (2006/7 and 2007/8). During the first season, five ISSI SAQS 
instruments were operated as a single local array; during the second season, four SAQS were 
deployed at different locations along the length of the glacier. The aim of these deployments was to 
detect natural seismicity (microearthquakes) arising from the glacier bed, associated with the 
motion of the ice over the underlying bed. Basal events were detected at five sites; at three sites 
no events were detected. A number of equipment problems (mostly interference and firmware 
issues) significantly reduced the amount of useable data recovered during 06/07. Preliminary 
analysis indicates that bed events occur in a few concentrated swarms separated by prolonged 
quiet periods. The results appear to show that ice sliding over its bed is associated with the release 
of far more elastic energy and therefore possibly higher basal friction, than ice flow by deformation 
of the underlying basal sediment. 
 
Background 
Pine Island Glacier (PIG) is a fast-flowing ice stream that drains part of the West Antarctic Ice 
Sheet (WAIS) into the Amundsen Sea (Fig. 1). Together with its catchment basin, it comprises 
10% of WAIS and contains a quantity of ice equivalent to 50 cm of global sea level rise. Over the 
last 10-15 years, significant changes in the glacier’s dynamics (increasing velocity, surface 
lowering and grounding line retreat) have been detected. This led to a heightened interest in the 
mechanisms controlling the ice flow and influencing its future evolution, as well as an urgent need 
for further data to understand these ongoing changes.  
 

 
Due to its inaccessibility, only one party had previously visited PIG (a US IGY traverse in 1958-59) 
prior to the work described here. During the 2006/7 and 2007/8 austral summer field seasons, we 
carried out a ground-based geophysical campaign on PIG. This included passive and active 
seismics, GPS (see GEF Loan 847), radar and ice core studies. The primary aims were to 
determine the glacier’s basal conditions and internal structure, and to measure the short-term 
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changes in flow. The passive seismic component of the project contributes to understanding the 
basal conditions, which play a significant role in controlling the glacier’s dynamics. 
 
Survey Procedure 
Passive Seismic Station Site location 
In 06/07, five stations were deployed in a single local array for the duration of the field season (see 
Fig. 1). This was designed to give the detailed microearthquake characteristics at one site on the 
main trunk on the glacier and to give the possibility of accurate event location. Should suitable 
events be detected, this may also allow source mechanisms to be investigated. Severe delays to 
aircraft operations precluded the planned re-deployment of this array to a second location. During 
07/08, four single-station sites were established – three along the length of the main glacier trunk 
and one in an ice flow tributary. Continuous records of ice motion were also acquired from GPS 
receivers at all four sites in 07/08. Huddle tests preceded the deployments in both seasons, 
primarily to check stations were working correctly. Some pre-amp problems were detected at this 
stage but by then there was nothing that could be done to resolve them. 
 
Station set-up 
Basic station set-up was the same for all sites. A 3-component geophone was buried 0.5-1 m 
below the snow surface. Horizontal components were aligned parallel and perpendicular to the ice 
surface flow direction. SAQS data logger, pre-amps, batteries (sealed lead-acid) and solar panel 
regulators were placed inside a Zarges box at the surface. Extra batteries and solar panels were 
required in 07/08 to power the pre-amps. The solar panel was located as far away from the 
geophone as cables would allow (usually at least 10 m). 
 
Relevant operating details 
Data logging at most sites was continuous. Sample rates were usually 3000 or 1000 Hz 
(depending on when the next site visit was scheduled). Station visits were normally at least every 
week during 06/07, except where prolonged storms caused delays. During 07/08, the distant 
location of most sites (and the nature of the crevassed terrain required to reach Site PC55), meant 
that once established, all stations were expected to run continuously right up until being uplifted at 
the end of the deployment. Deployment statistics are given in Table 1. 
 

 

Site 
Recording period 

Deployment 
duration (days) 

Data recovery 
(estimated to nearest 

10%) 

Number of swarm 
periods detected 

1 22 Dec 06 – 10 Jan 07 20 40 0 

2 24 Dec 06 – 10 Jan 07 18 40 1 

3 22 Dec 06 – 10 Jan 07 20 40 1 

4 24 Dec 06 – 10 Jan 07 18 0 - 

5 24 Dec 06 – 10 Jan 07 18 40 1 

PC55 21 Nov 07 – 10 Jan 08 51 100 3 

PC111 13 Nov 07 – 5 Jan 08 54 100 3 

PS169 30 Nov 07 – 20 Jan 08 52 100 0 

PC171 2 Dec 07 – 17 Jan 08 47 100 0 

 
Table 1. Deployment statistics for both field seasons. Note: sites 1-5 were operated in triggered mode for an 
additional period after that indicated here, but those data have still to be assessed. 

 
Data quality 
The 06/07 data suffered considerably from a number of problems. Major efforts from GEF/SEIS-UK 
and project staff during 2007 identified most of these, and implemented solutions (though not 
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without additional operational complexities) which greatly improved data recovery in 07/08 (Fig. 2). 
We have had prolonged communications with SEIS-UK over the full details of these data issues, 
so only an overview will be given here. Most of the problems seem to have been related to 
firmware, electrical interference or pre-amps (sometimes in combination). One major component of 
the 06/07 season – a multi-day active-source experiment fired into the SAQS array – was lost 
because despite being programmed to stop-when-full, the disks actually over-wrote earlier data 
once they were full. Solar panel regulators caused pervasive electrical interference which masked 
all data for ~12 hours each day (Fig. 2). Most of the data problems encountered were either the 
fault of the manufacturer ISSI, or were things that could have easily been avoided had ISSI thought 
to provide information on known problems in advance.  

 
At stations where logger and pre-amps operated correctly, and in-between periods of interference, 
data quality was acceptable. The best benchmark we have against which to judge this is from a 
similar deployment of GEF’s former REFTEK loggers on Rutford Ice Stream1, also in West 
Antarctica. Outside periods of interference, background noise levels seem comparable and the 
faster sampling of the SAQS should allow moment calculations, if appropriate. 
 
Data processing 
Little data processing has so far been required. Most electrical interference is so dominant that no 
matter what processing approach is taken, there is little hope of identifying bed events during those 
periods. At other times, where bed events exist they are usually easily identified (Fig. 3), even 
where signal-to-noise ratios are low, although occasionally a simple low-pass filter (eg 400 Hz) is 
useful to clarify identification. 
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Interpretation and Preliminary Findings 
Bed event identification 
Bed events appear to be generally low energy - only identifiable because ambient noise in ice 
sheet environments is also usually very low. So far, no events have been identified on more than 
one station and an individual station only detects events with an epicentre within ~1 km radius. 
However, this has yet to be proved conclusively and more detailed analysis may lead to the 
identification of single events on more than one station. Bed events show well-developed shear 
waves (sometimes with marked shear-wave splitting; Fig. 3) and, knowing P and S wave velocities 
in ice and the ice thickness, the P-S travel-time difference can be used to correctly identify arrivals 
and define a region of the bed containing the source. 
 
Bed event characteristics 

 Most microearthquakes at the bed occur in swarms, usually of at least 100 separate events 
and often an order of magnitude more than this (Fig. 2). 

 Swarms persist typically for many hours (up to ~24; Fig. 4) and are separated by long quiet 
periods of many days or more (Fig. 2). 

 More than one swarm may be active at the same time, within the same basal area and may 
be detected at a single station. In these cases, P-S travel times (Fig. 5a) and waveform 
shape can clearly distinguish between different sources. 

 Within one swarm, events are remarkably repeatable and periodic (Fig. 5), typically 
occurring at around half-minute intervals. 

 One site (PC111) showed intermediate-intensity swarms lasting 4 hours or less and 
containing fewer than 30 events 

 Occasional individual events were detected at some sites (Fig. 5a) 

 
 
Conclusions - Interpretation of basal conditions 
Previous work similar to this concluded that passive seismic monitoring on an ice stream can be 
used to infer basal conditions2. The motion of fast-flowing ice can be facilitated by two mechanisms 
operating at the bed – sliding of ice over its substrate and pervasive deformation of the basal 
sediment caused by the motion of the overriding ice. Theoretically, basal sliding is associated with 
higher friction than a deforming bed – ie a greater restraint to ice flow and control of its dynamics. 
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Seismic reflection profiling can give an independent interpretation of the distribution of these two 
mechnisms3, and hence give some control on the interpretation of the passive seismic data2. One 
seismic reflection line passes through sites 2, 3 and 4, showing that the bed beneath Site 2 is 
deforming sediment whilst that beneath Site 3 is basal sliding.  
The basal seismicity at each site is indicated in Figs. 1 & 4 (and Table 2). Some sites (1, 2, PS169, 
PC171) are extremely quiet. Others (3, 5, PC55) are noisy, exhibiting typical swarms, separated by 
long quiet periods. Site PC111 is unique in showing an intermediate level of basal seismicity. As 
this site (occupied in 07/08) was only ~1 km downstream of the much noisier Site 3 (06/07), this 
may reflect temporal changes in the bed. Alternatively, it could be a spatial trend from high 
seismicity at Site 3 to a quiet bed at Site 1. It is possible that with the present dataset we will not be 
able to distinguish between these two possibilities. 
 

 
 
The noisy bed at Site 3 overlies basal sliding interpreted from the seismic reflection data4, whereas 
Site 2, which overlies deforming sediment, is quiet. Hence, this appears to confirm that on this 
glacier, basal sliding is associated with higher friction and restraint to flow. Provisionally we can 
use this relationship to make the following predictions (Table 2): Sites 1, PS169 and PC171 overlie 
areas of deforming bed. Sites PC55 and PC111 overlie areas of basal sliding, probably over 
lodged sediment. We will be able to test at least one of these predictions using seismic reflection 
data acquired coincident with Site PC171. These data are still being analysed, but provisionally 
they do appear to agree with the passive seismic data. A summary of provisional conclusions is 
given in Table 2. 
 
Lack of correlation with surface ice flow 
It is worth noting that, even though the GPS receivers measured the ice flow close to one 06/07 
site (Site 3) and at all 07/08 sites, no correlation between surface flow and basal seismicity has 
been detected on Pine Island Glacier. This contrasts with other West Antarctic ice streams where 
such correlations have been seen and, in some cases related to the action of ocean-tide forcing at 
the grounding line up to 100 km away. 
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Equipment comments 
In their current configuration, the SAQS are not well-suited to this work. Operational complexity is 
exacerbated by the separate pre-amp (requiring an independent power source) and by the data 
management procedures. In remote polar areas, living in tents and with limited power, these make 
the SAQS difficult to use. However, after the early failures, they DO appear to record suitable data. 
 
 
 

Site 
Swarm period 

number 
Swarm period 

duration (hours) 

Mean basal 
seismicity 

(events/hour) 

Normalised seismicity 
(events/metre) * 

Basal conditions 
(determined or 
predicted) 

1 No swarms - - 0 
Prediction - 

Deforming bed 

2 1 8 1 10 Deforming bed 

3 1 15 64 618 Basal sliding 

5 1 13 71 686 Basal sliding 

PC55 

1 (full period) 
# 

23 163 688 

Prediction – basal 
sliding 

1 (part 1) 
# 

7 199 840 

1 (part 2) 
# 

3 154 650 

2 12 200 844 

3 10 139 587 

PC111 

1 3 9 87 
Prediction – basal 

sliding 2 1 8 77 

3 2 5 48 

PC 169 No swarms - - 0 
Prediction - 

Deforming bed 

PC 171 No swarms - - 0 
Prediction - 

Deforming bed 

 
Table 2. Bed event swarm characteristics, basal seismicity and interpreted basal conditions. * Mean basal 
seismicity normalised to ice speed giving mean events per distance moved. 

#
 Full period assumes the noise 

separating parts 1 and 2 masks a linear trend in basal seismicity (see Fig. 4). 

 
 
Publications 
Publications have yet to be produced from this loan as progress on analysis and interpretation of 
the data are still on-going. This delay is mainly the result of time in 2007 and 2008 being directed 
towards solving the problems with the SAQS systems in preparation for further GEF loans, rather 
than on interpretation of bed events and basal conditions. However, the results presented here are 
clear evidence that appropriate data have been acquired, and provisional conclusions addressing 
the loan aims are already forthcoming. Progress with seismic reflection data is also on-going and 
we expect at least one combined passive-active seismic publication to arise from the project. 
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